
REMARK ON GALOIS THEORY OF SIMPLE RING

BY AKIRA INATOMI

1. Bortfeld [1] proved the following: Let D be a division ring which has
(left) finite dimensionality over a division subring L of D and we suppose that the
center C of D is an infinite field. If L is the invariant ring of an automorphism
ω of D, then, for each intermediate division subring T between L and A, there
exists an automorphism p such that T is an invariant ring of p.

Recently, Nagahara and Tominaga [2] extended this therorem to simple
rings, in case the commutator of an invariant ring is a division ring.

In this note, we shall prove that Nagahara and Tominaga's result is still
valid in the case where the commutator is a simple ring.

2. By a simple ring, we shall mean a two sided simple ring with a unit
element satisfying minimum condition for left ideals, and we suppose that its
center is an infinite field. Let A be a simple ring which has finite dimension-
ality over a subring S of A. If S is the invariant ring of a group (S of auto-
morphisms of A and VA(S) is simple ring then

where 3 is a subgroup which consists of all the inner automorphisms of (S and
C is the center of A.

LEMMA. Let B be a finite-dimensional simple algabra over center K and
F be a subfield contained in K. If F is the invariant field of an automor-
phism ω of B, and (K:F)< oo then B is commutative.

Proof. Since (K:F) = m < oo, IT is a finite Galois extension of F. Let K
be a field isomorphic with K. Then

B XΪC^eίB®e2B® ®emB
F

where eu * ,e m are mutually orthogonal idempotent elements and B~B. If
Uu , Um be basis of K over F, then B x F K ^ a = ΣΓU atul9 where at^B.
And we can extend ω to the automorphism ω of B xFK in the following way:

Then, the invariant ring of ω is K in B XFK. Clearly, ω(βi) = e/, that is, ω
induces the permutation of (el9 •• ,em). This permutation is cyclic. Indeed, if
it has a cyclic component (eil9ei2, •• ,e ί r), where r<m, then.

ω(xeh -i h xeir) = xeh H h xeir,
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for xeK. Hence we may suppose that ω(βi) = eί+1, where l^i^m — 1 and
φ(em) = eu If, for y^B, ω{eίy) = eu1y

r then, by y-+y\ an automorphism of B
is given and this automorphism leaves K fixed elementwise, so it is an inner
automorphism σχi9 where λt e B and 1 ̂  i ^ m. Let us take an element z of B
such that aχm"-σχcpιx{z) — z and let

t = βiz + e2<r;ι10O + ei0χ«σχγ(z) H

Then, clearly, ω(£) = ί, so 2 ε ΐ But, if 5 is non-commutative, the element z
such as above is taken outside of K, so B is commutative. Thus B is com-
mutative.

THEOREM. Let A be a simple ring which has finite dimensionality over a
simple subring S, and let VA(S) be a simple ring. If S is the invariant ring
of an automorphism ω of A then, for each intermediate ring T between A and
S, there exists an automorphism p such that T is an invariant of p.

Proof. Clearly, VA(S) is ω-normal, and, in VA(S), α>-invariant ring is
S^VA(S). Since S^VA(S) is contained in the center of VA(S), VA(S) is a
field. Hence, from the result of Nagahara and Tominaga, the above fact holds
good.
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